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geometrija faset v jamskih rovih je odvisna od hitrosti in smeri 
vodnega toka. preko analize faset v starih neaktivnih rovih, lah-
ko torej sklepamo o hitrosti in smeri toka v času, ko so bili rovi 
še aktivni. ker pa imamo opraviti s precej okornimi enačbami, 
smo razvili enostaven preglednični program, ki nam pri tem 
pomaga. uporabnik vnese dolžino faset, paleotemperaturo in 
dimenzijo jamskega rova, program pa kot rešitev vrne hitrosti.
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toka.
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Abstract udc  911.2:551.435.8
Emily Woodward & Ira D. Sasowsky: A spreadsheet program 
(ScallopEx) to calculate paleovelocities from cave wall scal-
lops
The determination of paleovelocities through analysis of scal-
lops on cave walls is an important part of paleohydrologic 
analysis. The linked equations that must be solved to do this 
are cumbersome, though. This paper presents a spreadsheet 
program that simplifies the process. The user enters scallop 
lengths, paleotemperatures, and passage dimensions; and the 
program returns velocities.
Keywords: paleohydrology, scallops, dissolution, velocity.

introduction

meteoric limestone caves form by water flowing 
through carbonate rocks, but in many cases that water 
is no longer present when the cave is studied - the cave 
is dry and hydrologically abandoned. Therefore, the re-
searcher seeking to decipher the genesis of the cave, or 
its context in the landscape, must use indirect methods 
to understand the paleohydrology. one of the most ex-
citing and useful discoveries in this field was the recog-
nition that the size of a cave wall scallop (also called cur-
rent marking, fig. 1) is dependent upon the speed and 
direction of the water that formed the features (Bock 
1913; coleman 1945). Based on morphology one can 
determine paleoflow directions - the steep face of the 
scallop faces the downstream direction. By measuring 

the scallop lengths one may then calculate paleoveloci-
ties (method of curl 1974). finally, one can identify a 
suitable segment of cave passage, measure the cross-sec-
tional area, and then calculate a paleodischarge through 
the conduit by taking the product of the paleovelocity 
and the passage cross-sectional area. detailed examples 
and explanations are given by palmer (2007), including 
caveats on the application of the method.  

The relation between flow velocities and scallop 
length relies on parameters such as water viscosity and 
density (both temperature dependent), and the dimen-
sions of the conduit. These affect the reynolds number 
(curl 1974).  
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As a result, the calculation, although not complex, 
is cumbersome. we developed a spreadsheet (scallopex) 
that implements curl’s (1974) relationship between scal-
lop size and velocity in order to facilitate this calcula-
tion.  The user enters a series of scallop lengths, along 
with passage diameter, and the program then calculates 
paleovelocity (fig. 2). default conditions are full conduit 
flow, and a temperature of 13°c. The user may modify 
these if desired. The program was developed in micro-
soft excel 2003 (windows platform). native excel func-

tions (not visual Basic) are 
used, and the file is operable 
in the macos as well as win-
dows operating systems. we 
validated the scallopex re-
sults against hand-calculated 
datasets from zinz (2006) as 
well as graphs provided in 
a textbook (white 1988, p. 
100). in both cases there was 
agreement. 

The spreadsheet may be 
useful for research calcula-
tions, and also for a teach-
ing/lab experiences. it can 
be used to visually explore, 
through the graphing capa-
bility of excel, the sensitivity 
of the velocity/scallop length 
relationship to changes in 
passage dimensions, temper-
ature, etc. for example, fig. 3 

Fig. 2: Screen capture of the  
Excel file.  

Fig. 1: Photograph of wall scallops from Mountain Eye Cave, 
Tennessee. Inset shows relation between fluid flow and scallop 
morphology (Photo: I. Sasowsky).
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of the effect of (A) conduit diameter and (B) temperature on paleovelocity calculation. All cases are for round 
conduits.  
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shows the effects of varying diameter and temperature 
on the calculation.  

scallopex is available at http://www.uakron.edu/
geology/facpages/ids/downloads/scallopex.zip as a zip 

archive. The user will need to have a compatible version 
of excel or other software in order to run it.


